Introduction
Oral cancer, especially oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is a highly prevalent malignancy of the oral cavity, ranking number nine among all cancers at the global level for men. Despite the fact that great progress has been made in cancer diagnosis and therapy, the 5-year survival rate for oral cancers has not improved over the last 3 decades, remaining at approximately 50% and classifying it as one of the malignant diseases with the worst survival rates. 1 Taking this into consideration, it can be stated that men are more predisposed to this disease; differences being more related to environmental risk factors than genetic ones. Estimated deaths for men are around 7,000 per year, representing a 17.2% mortality rate, and for women deaths are 2,700 annually with a 6.3% mortality rate. 1 This is due to etiology and major risk factors, represented by a higher consumption of tobacco and alcohol by men.
OSCC is considered a multifactorial disease resulting from genetic and epigenetic mechanisms; environmental risk factors having a significant contribution in the processes of carcinogenesis. The most relevant risk factors are smoking, air pollutants, chronic alcohol consumption, biological agents, and particularly human papillomavirus infection. 2, 3 Nowadays, conventional treatment strategies for oral cancer involve surgical treatment, radiation therapy, and chemotherapy, administered alone or in different combinations. Chemotherapeutic agents used for oral cancer treatment are doxorubicin (Dox) or cisplatin. All these modalities have shortcomings, especially chemotherapy. 4 These agents exhibit high toxicity in normal cells when administered intravenously, due to their nonspecific tissue distribution. 4 This leads to the need for lowering administered doses, with the result of increased antitumor effects. 5 Oral administration of chemotherapeutic agents, although preferred by patients, encounters several problems, because of the low solubility in bodily fluids, low permeability, and poor bioavailability of these drugs. Despite these facts and consequent high costs, the low response rates go hand in hand with a reduced quality of life. 2 Due to all these facts, there is an increased need for novel and more efficient therapeutic strategies against this disease. 4, 6, 7 An alternative to the low response rate is presented by the use of nanoparticle (NP)-based delivery systems as therapeutic agents.
The use of NPs was introduced in oral cancer therapy in order to overcome all the disadvantages of conventional therapeutic strategies. Studies conducted thus far, both in vitro and in vivo, along with some clinical trials, are offering a glimpse into the future of nanomaterial-based therapy for oral cancer, reporting improved results of these drug-delivery systems against oral cancer compared to conventional methods. We summarize the most relevant findings related to different nanosystems tested preclinically for oral cancer, and the most successful prototypes based on innovative nanoformulations that are tested in clinical trials for the same pathology. This overview can be useful for testing novel strategies that can be implemented in clinical management, particularly those using RNA interference.
Nanotechnology-based drugdelivery systems
In order to overcome the disadvantages of conventional chemotherapeutic agents, molecularly targeted therapies need to be developed, along with their potential for augmenting drug efficiency and concentrations in cancerous cells, while preventing toxicity in healthy cells. Still, cancer cells can also acquire resistance toward these newly developed targeted therapeutic agents. Nanodelivery systems are developed in order to also target this resistance. The loaded particles can have optimal dimensions and can pass through the highly permeable tumor blood vessels and remain in that microenvironment for a longer period, due to the deficient lymphatic drainage. [8] [9] [10] In this context, NPs were introduced in targeted cancer therapy to disable resistance mechanisms and increase curative efficiency. 11 NPs usually enter cells by endocytosis mediated by receptors, hence avoiding being recognized by P-glycoprotein, a central mechanism involved in chemoresistance responsible for pumping out the chemotherapeutic agents. The use of nanotechnology in drug development introduces novel therapeutic prospects for cancer treatment and involves the use of NPs and devices of 1-100 nm in size. [12] [13] [14] NP-delivery systems (Figure 1 ), such as polymeric NPs, liposomes, dendrimers, and metallic NPs, are used to 
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Nanodelivery systems in oral and oropharyngeal cancer amplify the main properties of the bioactive agent: absorption, metabolism, distribution, and elimination. 15, 16 Although conventional chemotherapeutic agents are still used on a large scale, NPs are showing an increase in popularity, owing to their adjustable chemical and physical characteristics, as can be observed from the increased number of clinical trials. 17 There are some newly developed NPs possessing better solubility and bioavailability. For instance, paclitaxel has superior efficacy when bound to albumin in a nanosuspensioninjectable form.
14 One of the most researched drug-delivery systems worldwide is represented by NPs, which are mainly applied in cancer research. 18 NP therapeutics are usually formed by an association between a therapeutic agent, represented by small-molecule drugs, nucleic acids, antibodies, peptides, or proteins and a drug carrier, such as lipids, metals, or polymers. In the majority of the investigated anticancer effects of these NPs, they were proved to be superior when compared to free therapeutic agents, because of their enhanced precision in targeting affected cells and active intracellular delivery. 19 NPs have been widely used because of their custom-made size, shape, and surface characteristics. NPs can enter cells via clathrin-or caveolin-mediated endocytosis, phagocytosis, macropinocytosis, or translocation. 20, 21 In caveolin-mediated endocytosis, cell membrane invagination occurs in a flasklike shape. Here, the membrane proteins and caveolins bind to the membrane cholesterol and develop the vesicle. This pathway allows the internalization of large particles up to 500 nm in size. [22] [23] [24] Endocytosis is the process used by cells to communicate with the surrounding environment and internalize molecules. All types of endocytosis begin with membrane invagination, followed by the development of intracellular vesicles. 25 In clathrin-mediated endocytosis, a coated pit forms with the help of clathrin proteins on the outer side of the plasma membrane. Following the budding of this pit, a coated vesicle of 100-200 nm occurs in the cytoplasm. 26 The pit formation is triggered by the binding of specific ligands that can be added to NPs as surface receptors. 27 For phagocytosis to take place, a series of steps must be taken. These are opsonization, contact of the opsonized particle with "professional" phagocytes, and the ingestion of NPs by these cells. During the process of opsonization, the opsonin proteins are recognized and ingested in the phagocytes. If the NPs possess a surface coating able to repel opsonins, like polyethylene glycol or of smaller size, meaning less than 100 nm, they may avoid cellular internalization through this pathway. 28 Through another mechanism, called macropinocytosis, cells internalize fluids and particles and develop vesicles up to 5 μm in size. 20 The membrane forms protrusions, like in phagocytosis, but instead of engulfing a ligand-coated particle, they collapse and fuse with the membrane. 28 Another way for NPs to enter cells is by translocation, in which NPs conjugated with protein-transduction domains can pass through cellular membranes in a receptor-and transporterindependent way. 29, 30 NPs can also release their cargo without entering the cytoplasm. This can occur by fusion of the cell membrane with the nanocarriers. Such NPs are fusogenic liposomes constructed by including Sendai virus particles into liposomes. 31 They have proved to be highly efficient, showing favorable results in the delivery of several molecules, along with increased drug efficacy and low toxicity levels. 17, 32 Ideal nanodelivery systems should be preferentially accumulated in the tumor tissue with the required therapeutic agent, being sustained by the passive-and active-targeting mechanism. The characteristics of nanodelivery systems are summarized in Table 1 .
As was mentioned earlier, every NP type has its advantages and disadvantages. Due to its biological-like structure, the lipidic nanosystem has low toxicity on one hand, but on the other hand the cargo release is moderately controlled and the amount of surface hydrophobic loading is also limited. Polymeric NPs have a better control of drug release and enhanced amount of payload; still, the natural polymers are at risk of releasing their cargo before the tumor site. In order to surpass the limitations of these NPs and utilize their advantages, NP multitarget therapy is nowadays proposed, and in some cancer types, such as cervical cancer, it has already been reported to have superior effects. 44, 45 Fundamentally, this can be extrapolated and tested also for oral cancer.
Nanosystem imaging methods
Investigation of a nanocarrier system can be achieved through a number of methods. The nanocarriers characterization includes defining such properties as size, shape, size distribution, and surface features. Concentration and purity can be examined with the help of dynamic light scattering (DLS), that is based on Brownian NP movement. 46 Typically, NP characterization is also performed through ζ-potential analysis. The ζ-potential is a key indicator of the stability of NP suspensions, and DLS characterizes particle size and size distribution. 46 After the particles are characterized, the first layer of biological assessment of their effects takes place in in vitro conditions. In order to follow and quantify the speed of their internalization, two major types of microscopy can be used: fluorescence microscopy and electronic microscopy. 
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Irimie et al intensity determines the extent of cellular uptake, study cellular uptake of NPs. 47 Fluorescent microscopy uses the properties of an NP-bound fluorophore, which after being excited with a short-wavelength, high-energy light beam tends to begin the recovery of its low-energy, stable state, during which it will emit light in the visible spectrum. NPs commonly combined with fluorophores are silica-based, polymers, gold NPs, and upconverting NPs. 48 In regard to electronic microscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is one mode with sufficiently high resolution necessary for NP observation. 49 Samples can be subjected to TEM or scanning EM (SEM), the first providing two-dimensional images and the latter producing three-dimensional images, but with lower resolution. 16, 49 Another imaging system is field-emission SEM, which provides a higher resolution in comparison 
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Nanodelivery systems in oral and oropharyngeal cancer to SEM. 50, 51 Studies like that conducted by Arulmozhi et al have used SEM for the characterization of NPs for oral cancer. They revealed spherical morphology and 30-120 nm diameters of the ellagic acid chitosan NPs they studied on KB oral carcinoma cells. 51 For in vivo experiments, the main goal of imaging is to assess the proper biodistribution of the NPs in the tumor mass and to calculate the time needed for absorption in tumors and excretion. Optical in vivo imaging is also based on fluorophores, and in comparison with other in vivo imaging methods, has the advantage of real-time evaluation. 52 All of these imaging techniques are summarized in Figure 2 .
The process of developing novel therapeutic strategies is sustained by modern imaging approaches for evaluation of the dynamic transformation of therapeutic systems. Also, these imaging methods can be useful for a better understanding of action mechanisms for various nanodelivery systems tested in preclinical tests, not only for diagnostic purposes. 53, 54 Therefore, at present a wider range of imaging methods is available that can be implemented also in oral cancer, leading to improved diagnosis and an increased survival rate. 53 These are represented by positron-emission tomography (PET), single-photon-emission computed tomography (SPECT)/ CT, magnetic resonance imaging, fluorescence and bioluminescence scanning, and photoacoustic methods. 54 In PET imaging, NPs can be functionalized with an isotope, 18 F, which decays by positron emission, meaning that the atomic nucleus emits protons that will combine with electrons, 55 while in SPECT γ-radiation is measured. 56 NPs can be conjugated with 125 
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In, providing the option of this type of imaging. 57 Under the influence of strong magnetism, the spin of the hydrogen protons inside an organism aligns with the magnetic field and can form images. 58, 59 The effects of polymeric micelle NPs loaded with cisdiamminedichloridoplatinum (CDDP) and conjugated with a cancer-specific targeting molecule, the peptide NR7, have been assessed. Size determined by DLS was ~100 nm for the drug-loaded NPs and ~135 nm with the addition of the targeting molecule. TEM was used for assessing the morphology of the NPs important to overall effectiveness and performance. This method revealed spherical morphology and uniform distribution. Loading the NPs with a fluorescent dye (rhodamine B) instead of CDDP allowed for the visualization and quantification of successful uptake of the NPs in the oral cancer cells and revealed a significantly higher uptake of the NPs containing the NR7 peptide. 41, 60 In in vivo studies, NP-treatment efficiency is assessed by histological examinations of H&E-stained preparations of the sample under light microscopy 61 or through more advanced methods. These include analysis of fluorescent or bioluminescent signals with an in vivo imaging system 62 or Raman spectra differences through Raman spectroscopy. 63 Gold nanorods (GNRs) are preferentially taken up by malignant cells, by using specific ligands for targeted delivery. The identification of residual cells during surgical resection by imaging methods exploiting NPs' physical properties for identification of tumor tissue and prevention of disease recurrence can be used in clinical application. One tested method is diffuse reflection evaluation in the case of functionalized NPs. 64 This has been tested as an innovative system based on conjugating functionalized GNRs with EGFR as diagnostic tools, founded on the fact that EGFR is overexpressed in tumor tissue. This is a useful instrument for mapping tumor margins by quantification of anti-EGFR-GNRs. 65 The physical properties of GNRs, like their reflectance, allow discrimination of normal tissue from tumors. 64 Another important feature of GNRs is the unique scattering and absorption capacity evaluated using SEM. 65 The technique needs to be standardized prior to its clinical application.
Developing a nanosystem with the appropriate biodistribution is important for the effectiveness of the treatment and for achieving the goal of lowering systemic toxicity. For the imaging of an orthotopic human model of cancer, like human head and neck (HN) cancer FaDu3R cells, researchers have Re liposomes in a mouse model through 3-D reconstructed nano-SPECT/CT images by using a bioluminescent imaging system. 62, 66 Micro-PET is also a valuable visualization tool for the accumulation of NPs. Mahakian et al compared the accumulation of 64 Cu liposomes versus the standard radiotracer 18 F-FDG in a hamster buccal pouch model of oral cancer with PET imaging. They were able to determine superior accumulation of the liposomes over the standard radiotracer, demonstrating a potential use for liposomal therapy together with chemotherapeutics. 67 By Atto-488 labeling of micelles containing elastin-like polypeptide, gastrin-releasing peptide, and a hydrophobic drug, the endocytosis of NPs was tracked through confocal imaging. 68 With their high electron density, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) offer superior contrast in TEM images. Desmosome number and size in a 3-D coculture were measured with the help of immunogold labeling and TEM. More precisely, the samples were treated with antidesmosome primary antibodies to which 10 nm GNPs containing secondary antibodies were bound and visualized through TEM. The improvement of TEM images added a new layer of information about the invasiveness of human tongue cancer. 69, 70 Nonetheless, TEM has the disadvantage of being a static method that does not work with live cells/ tissue and has high costs and workload for sample preparation, though it does assure high accuracy of evaluation.
Upconversion NPs (UCNPs) are typically composed of nanocrystals with trivalent lanthanide ions that possess distinctive photoluminescence properties, which allow them to convert through multiphoton excitation electromagnetic radiation in the near-infrared region to shorter-wavelength light, in the visible or even ultraviolet spectrum. These NPs can be used both in vitro and in vivo, and are well suited for long-term observations. Among the reported advantages are the lack of autofluorescence background, persistent presence in the body, and low toxicity. [71] [72] [73] Therefore, UCNPs could give rise to a new cancer cell-detection technique that uses dynamic imaging. For instance, a complex of UCNPs with GNPs targeting MMP2-recognizing peptides was employed for HN cancer-cell visualization in vitro. 74 For improved properties, UCNPs can be surrounded by other structures, such as erythrocyte membrane.
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Applications of nanotechnologybased drug-delivery systems in oral cancer therapy
NPs can greatly reduce the side effects of anticancer drugs by augmenting their stability and regulating their targeted delivery. 7 In oral cancer, a wide range of nanosystems (polymer-based nanocarriers, lipid-based nanocarriers, or metal-based nanocarriers) have been developed and evaluated on preclinical models. The most significant cell culturebased studies and also animal-based investigations in this field are summarized in Table 2 .
In vitro studies using polymer-based nanostructures
The potential of pH-sensitive poly(2-[methacryloyloxy]ethyl phosphorylcholine) (PDPA)-poly [2-diisopropylamino] ethyl methacrylate) (PMPC) polymersomes to encapsulate and deliver chemotherapeutic agents to tumor cells was investigated in an attempt at finding an enhanced combined anticancer therapy. Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) cells internalized PMPC-PDPA polymersomes more quickly than normal ones. This may be attributable to cancer cells exhibiting a greater expression of class B scavenger receptors when compared to normal cells, taking into consideration that these receptors were shown to mediate cellular uptake of polymersomes. 76 In addition, PMPC-PDPA polymersomes are able to encapsulate Dox and paclitaxel for either singular or combined delivery, and this drug-delivery system increased the cytotoxic effect of the chemotherapeutic agents. 76 In OSCC therapy, polymeric nanomicelles loaded with a combination of Dox and an autophagy inhibitor, LY294002 (LY), were developed. This was done by conjugating Dox, a hydrophobic molecule with a pH-sensitive, hydrophilic, hyperbranched polyacylhydrazone (HPAH). This complex assembles itself into nanomicelles in an aqueous solution, allowing LY to be loaded into the resulting HPAH-DOX micelles. 77 In vitro experiments revealed that LY-loaded HPAH-DOX nanomicelles inhibited tumor-cell proliferation in a synergistic manner: LY is preferentially released in tumor cells, where it reduces autophagy capacity, rendering the tumor cells more sensitive to Dox, which is released afterward. 77 Cisplatin is a major chemotherapeutic agent used for the treatment of HNSCC patients, but it also possesses a great number of side effects, such as nephrotoxicity. Endo et al chose this chemotherapeutic agent to test the safety and efficacy of loaded polymeric nanomicelles (NC-6004) in OSCC therapy. The results showed that although the in vitro antitumor activity of NC-6004 was less than that of free cisplatin, the antitumor effects in vivo were equal for both options. Moreover, the mice injected with NC-6004 sustained almost no renal injury, while those with cisplatin exhibited renal cell apoptosis. 78 The biodegradable polymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-polyethylene glycol (PEG) can be used for creating polymeric self-assembled NPs for the delivery of anticancer drugs. 
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Nanodelivery systems in oral and oropharyngeal cancer This system was used for the targeted delivery of CDDP by using NR7 peptide in HN6 cells. This resulted in higher cellular uptake and superior apoptosis effects on oral cancer cells. 47 Natural compounds are another valid option for mouth cancer treatment, but they exhibit poor bioavailability. 79, 80 The answer to this problem may come from nanocarriers. For instance, ellagic acid and curcumin, two natural phenolic 
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Irimie et al antioxidants with proapoptotic effects in cancerous cells, were loaded on a chitosan biopolymeric nanocarrier. In the case of the KB cell line, a cross-contaminated cell line with HeLa cells, the nanocarrier enhanced the effects of ellagic acid, and in SCC9 cells the NPs showed mucoadhesive properties, interacting with the glycoprotein mucin and leading to increased apoptosis. 46, 51 One step further may be the nanodelivery of RNA. The HTERT gene was successfully silenced by dendrimerdelivered shRNA in vitro, resulting in cell death and growth inhibition; meanwhile, in a xenograft mouse model it reduced tumor growth. Therefore, NP-delivery systems can likewise be used for the delivery of RNA interference, also called siRNA. 81 PEG-polyethyleneimine-chlorin e6 delivery system was used for Wnt1 siRNA transfection on KB cells. Based on functional studies, it was revealed that inhibition of the Wnt-β-catenin signaling pathway inhibited expression levels of WNT1, CTNNB1, and VIM, essential genes involved in the regulation of epithelial-mesenchymal transition, an event that sustains the invasion and migration of tumor cells. 32 In vitro studies using lipid-based nanostructures Natural anticancer agents can also be delivered with the use of NPs. Lipid-based nanocarriers, as well as their types of nanodelivery systems, can transport both hydrophilic and hydrophobic compounds and are able to be functionalized with targeting molecules (Figure 3) . Natural compounds have well-known beneficial but limited effects. As follows, curcumin lipid microemulsions in combination with low-frequency ultrasound were tested on two oral cancer cell lines: OSCC4 and OSCC25. The cytotoxic properties of these microemulsions were greatly amplified by the addition of ultrasound, proving that this synergy may be effective in oral cancer treatment. 82 Nanoemulsions loaded with genistein developed in the form of a lozenge also manifested strong in vitro cytotoxicity in the case of the two cancer cell lines SCC4 and FaDu. 83 Imai et al transfected HIF1 decoy oligodeoxynucleotides into OSCC cells using the hemagglutinating virus of Japanliposome method. The results showed that the transfection of HIF1-decoy oligodeoxynucleotides was able to repress the hypoxia-mediated expression of VEGF, which plays a pivotal role in tumor angiogenesis. 84 Human OSCC cell lines internalized solid lipid NPs of unstable and poorly water-soluble chemopreventive agents better than by bolus administration. Additionally, given the presence of the NPs in the proliferating basal layer cells, this system might be of great aid in local delivery of chemotherapeutic agents. 85 
In vitro studies using metal-based nanostructures
Metal-based nanostructures are another auspicious nanocarrier class whose place in OSCC therapy has been investigated. XAV939 is a small-molecule inhibitor that was reported to 
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Nanodelivery systems in oral and oropharyngeal cancer modulate the Wnt pathway with consequent stabilization of Axin levels in the cytoplasm. Loading XAV939 on gold nanospheres increased its therapeutic potency in the HSC3 cell line about 100 times over the free form. 86 An alternative treatment for OSCC is represented by the use of anti-HER2 nanobodies conjugated to gold-silica nanoshells and subsequently applied as a photothermal therapy (PTT). It was revealed that while KB HER-positive cells underwent significant cell death, HER-negative HeLa S3 cells remained unharmed, thus confirming that the treatment provides great advantages concerning OSCC. 87 Dox-loaded nanocarriers in the form of silica-coated gold nanoflowers that were used in combination with near-infrared PTT in human tongue SCC Cal27 cells induced rapid drug release, demonstrating the synergistic effect of this strategy. 88 In vivo studies using polymer-based nanostructures Polymeric NPs have been used for natural chemopreventive compounds, such as naringenin delivery. On a hamster buccal pouch model of OSCC, it was demonstrated that NP drug delivery diminished tumor development and reduced oral lesions to a much higher degree than the free form. 89 In the same in vivo model, by Fourier-transform Raman spectroscopy, it was reported that the antitumor effect of naringenin-loaded NPs was greater than that of the free form in renormalizing biochemical status, hence providing a future effective chemopreventive strategy for OSCC. 63 In vivo, the efficacy of NPs loaded with Dox alone or in combination with methotrexate was assessed in OSCC rats. DOX-methotrexate NP systems, in addition to promoting apoptosis, were able to decrease expression levels significantly for VEGFC, a lymph-angiogenesis-promoting factor, whereas Dox did not have this effect. Since VEGFC is one of the main factors accounting for OSCC lymph-node metastasis, the future prospects are on the rise. 90 Promising results were obtained in a mouse model of KB tumor, where chitosan NPs loaded with cupreous complexes were adopted. The biocompatible chitosan layer temporarily lowered the toxicity of the cupreous complex, and by gradual degradation allowed a steady release of toxic complexes. 91 In vitro studies using lipid-based nanostructures NP-delivery systems can be beneficial not only for OSCC chemoprevention and therapy but also for its early detection and staging. A dimethylbenzanthracene-induced hamster buccal pouch model of oral dysplasia and SCC revealed that 18 F-FDG had low sensitivity during early stages; meanwhile, 64 Cu liposomes accumulated in all OSCC stages, thus confirming their superior sensitivity. As a radiotracer, 64 Cu liposomes are able to augment HNSCC visualization and early detection. 67 Boron neutron-capture therapy is a dual cancer-therapy option that combines selective buildup of tumor-targeting compounds containing boron and neutron irradiation. Consequently, tumor tissue is selectively targeted for irradiation. 92 This treatment modality has been studied in relation to oral cancer treatment, especially for the recurrent subsets, and was found to be successful in both in vitro and in vivo experiments. [93] [94] [95] Recently, scientists have been focusing on improving boron neutron-capture therapy with the help of nanocarriers, led by the wish of developing a new targeted cancer therapy. The results in a mouse model of OSCC showed that boronenriched liposomes had better distribution in cancer cells and a hamster cheek-pouch model, and tumor growth was present in only 13% of the treated tumors after a 16 week period when compared to untreated animals or ones treated only with beam radiation. 96, 97 By associating Bubble liposomes with ultrasound, plasmid DNA was very effectively introduced into tongue tissue, which may prove to be another promising approach for gene delivery as a treatment option for tongue cancer patients. 98 Radiopharmaceuticals are an alternative to radiotherapy.
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Re-embedded PEGylated liposomes have been found to repress xenograft human HNSCC tumors effectively, maybe through the induction of tumorsuppressive signaling pathways, since LET7 expression was enhanced posttreatment. 62 siRNA (siVEGFA) was loaded onto lipid-calciumphosphate NPs and combined with photodynamic therapy (PDT), in order to decrease tumor proliferation and promote cellular apoptosis in HNSCC. However, PDT has a hidden facet that promotes hypoxic conditions and leads to overexpression of angiogenic markers like VEGFA. 99 Anisamidetargeted lipid-calcium-phosphate NPs loaded with HIF1α siRNA in combination with photosan-mediated PDT showed tumor-cell-killing effects in SCC4 and SAS cells. 100 In vitro studies using metal-based nanostructures Another future treatment approach for oral cancer could be a combined PDT-PTT therapy using rose Bengal-conjugated GNRs. The combined PDT/PTT with rose Bengal GNRs was more effective than PDT or PTT alone on a hamster cheek-pouch model of OSCC. One of the major advantages 
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Irimie et al of this system is that rose Bengal is specific for oral cells, hence promoting the accumulation of GNRs in the cancerous cells. 101 Photocatalytic titanium dioxide NPs together with highintensity focused ultrasound seems to be another valid option, due to the strong oxidizing activity of titanium dioxide, its stability, lack of chemical reactivity in biological systems, and the potential of high-intensity focused ultrasound as an efficient activation method. Indeed, on the human SCC cell line HSC2 and an in vivo mouse model, the combination enhanced the cytotoxicity of the titanium dioxide in vitro and increased transfection in vivo. 61 In addition, GNPs can be used as radiosensitizing agents that lead to improved survival and decreased tumor size, due to elevated radiation absorption. Encouraging results were achieved with cetuximab coated with GNPs, used in an in vivo model undergoing radiation treatment. 102 An important issue is the mechanism of elimination of this type of nanostructure and the avoidance of their accumulation in the internal organs, this being the main issue that limits the utilization of nanostructures in clinics, as we observed in our previous study. 103, 104 An accurate verification of biologically active properties in proper animal models will sustain the next level of this research in clinical trials.
Clinical trials
The surface-active agent needed for conventional paclitaxel administration can trigger severe allergic reactions. Paclitaxel was loaded into human albumin NPs and administered intra-arterially to 23 untreated patients with advanced tongue SCC. The conclusion was that this method is both effective and reproducible. Following this, 60 patients who suffered from stage T3/4 oral cancer participated in Phase II of the trial, where the positive effects were reaffirmed, providing an encouraging new approach for preliminary chemotherapy in tongue SCC. [105] [106] [107] Another Phase I trial investigated the use of NP albumin-bound paclitaxel (Abraxane) in designing a regimen combining cetuximab-loaded NPs with radiation therapy. A total of 25 patients with stage III-IVB HNSCC took the proposed treatment, and the researchers determined an optimum dose of NPs that could be further investigated and administered to patients already undergoing cetuximab and radiation therapy. 108 Currently, there is also an active Phase II clinical trial on stage III/IV HN cancer that focuses on the effectiveness of chemotherapy induction and the formulation of paclitaxel albumin NPs in combination with cisplatin, fluorouracil, and chemoradiation (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01566435).
More trials are in development or in the recruitment phase. Another interesting trial in the recruitment phase will investigate the use of NP-coated NBTXR3, a radioenhancer, followed by radiotherapy in patients with advanced oral cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01946867). Albuminbound paclitaxel NPs will again be used in a future Phase I clinical trial of HN cancer patients who are currently being treated with carboplatin and radiation (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01847326). The paclitaxel albumin-stabilized NP formulation together with carboplatin is the subject of another trial in the recruitment phase on patients with oral stage II carcinoma or papillomavirus-related oropharyngeal cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02258659).
Conclusion and future perspectives
Oral cancer is one of the most common cancers worldwide in both men and women. Conventional treatment can raise issues and complications that could be addressed by alternative treatment strategies. One such strategy is the use of nanodelivery systems that could target malignant cells with improved efficiency and less damage to healthy cells; these data being summarized in Figure 4 . As such, this novel approach has been tried in in vitro and in vivo models and even in clinical trials, with promising outlooks for the future. Various forms of delivery have been studied as treatment options for this type of cancer, including polymeric, lipid, and metallic-based forms. These nanosystems contain different types of cargo, like chemotherapeutics (Dox, paclitaxel, or cisplatin) or natural compounds (that have important anticancer properties, like curcumin, genistein, or naringenin). siRNA-based therapy can also be facilitated by these systems by temper-activated oncogenic pathways, as exemplified through such molecules as VEGFA siRNA or HIF1α siRNA delivery, targeting angiogenesis of hypoxia.
Another important issue that needs to be solved in all cancer types, including oral cancer, is that related to novel diagnostic approaches and monitoring of therapy response. Some types of cargo besides these have been proven effective, and there are numerous strategies being applied for treatment of oral cancer with these novel nanosystems. These strategies apply the use of ultrasounds, PTD, or PTT.
Overall, nanotechnology-based drug delivery is an attractive form of cure that has great therapeutic potential in the case of oral cancer patients. Future studies and the development of more clinical trials will lead to the use of nanosystems as active treatment options for patients. Among the therapeutic methods evaluated, the developing of efficient siRNA-based delivery will provide an improved 
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Nanodelivery systems in oral and oropharyngeal cancer strategy, centered on the restoration of the altered molecular target and by preventing the activation of the mechanism responsible for resistance to therapy. In parallel with efficient cargoes and delivery systems, all this needs to be sustained by tracking approaches, this remaining as the major issue of the biomedical community. At the forefront of future prospects, a new frontier emerges in which nanodelivery and imaging systems are in accordance with the most upto-date findings in personalized medicine, and will convey to cancer patients an individualized cargo composed of a specific gene-silencer repertoire that could be associated or not with artificial or natural anticancer compounds, leading to increased survival rates, even in the case of advanced stages or those with an unfavorable prognosis. It is expected that there will be an increase in NP-based therapies not only for oral cancer but also for other types of cancer, acting mainly by reducing aspecific cell toxicity and by developing targeted therapies. The success of these nanodelivery systems is expected when the research is performed in a multidisciplinary environment.
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